
Kyndryl Cyber Incident Recovery

Cybercriminals are out in force. These individuals aim to extort organizations 

and cause disruption. There are many headlines proclaiming security 

breaches, and organizations have undeniably intensified the need to protect 

their company. Kyndryl’s cyber resilience approach helps organizations 

anticipate, protect against, withstand, and recover from adverse conditions, 

stresses, attacks and compromises of cyber-enabled services.

Veritas and Kyndryl cyber resilience solutions deliver the components of a 

wide-ranging cyber readiness, response, and recovery program. Kyndryl’s 

cyber recovery solution integrates with the Veritas data protection platform. 

The outcome is a unified solution that isolates data from production 

environments for enhanced security against cyberattacks, reducing the risk 

of data being altered, deleted, or encrypted.

As a best practice, Veritas and Kyndryl recommend building and maintaining a comprehensive multilayered data protection strategy that 

integrates layers of the NIST framework (protect, detect, and recover) to combat unexpected security breaches.

Veritas and Kyndryl have created unique value by combining their expertise in cyber resilience, enterprise applications such as SAP, and 

public cloud to deliver an integrated management solution. Together, they provide complete management of enterprise systems with 

built-in security, data protection, and cyber resilience. With Kyndryl’s experience managing security and large enterprise environments, 

and Veritas providing protection of mission-critical data and business operations, orchestration of data and critical business recovery is 

fast and efficient.

Incident response retainers on the market today do not include recovery actions. Kyndryl Cyber Incident Recovery, powered by Veritas, 

will help you fortify all critical and valuable data, detect potential ransomware threats, and ensure orchestrated and automated 

recovery, so you are up and running quickly. 

Veritas and Kyndryl automate and orchestrate recovery at any level—from data to application to an entire data center. Look to Veritas 

and Kyndryl for your ransomware resiliency strategy. 

Benefits include:

• A unified solution integrating heterogeneous technologies such as operating systems, storage arrays and Backup/DR solutions,  

and multi cloud

• Automated and orchestrated recovery using Kyndryl Resiliency Orchestration workflows for quicker recovery 

• Malware detection using built-in Resiliency Orchestration anomaly detection or third-party tools 

• Cost-competitive and flexible by reusing existing hardware or cloud resources 

• Synergy savings by using existing disaster recovery sites or third-party data centers

Simply having an incident response 
retainer in place, having a CISO, or 
employing security by design is not 
enough for an organization to consider 
itself incident ready ¹.” 



About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—
including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, 
recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which 
delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like 
ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 
800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through 
a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its 
strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering 
greater value. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.

About Kyndryl

Kyndryl (NYSE: KD) is the world’s largest IT infrastructure services provider. The company designs, 
builds, manages, and modernizes the complex, mission-critical information systems that the world 
depends on every day. Kyndryl’s more than 90,000 employees serve over 4,000 customers in more 
than 60 countries around the world, including 75 percent of the Fortune 100. For more information, 
visit www.kyndryl.com.
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Together, Veritas and Kyndryl bolster your cyber resilience with proactive protection of your data, AI-driven detection of threats, and 

industry-leading rapid recovery at scale, enabling you to reduce risk, eliminate uncertainty, and maintain control of your most important 

asset—your data. 

About the Veritas Kyndryl Strategic Partnership

Veritas, a leader in multi-cloud data management and Kyndryl, the world’s largest IT infrastructure services provider, share a 

commitment to helping organizations manage their growing data estates as they transition to the cloud. Therefore, we are expanding 

our global alliance to help enterprises protect and recover their critical data across multi-cloud environments. By leveraging the 

innovation in data management of Veritas and the cyber resilience portfolio of Kyndryl, the world’s largest organizations can manage 

and protect their data in the most efficient way. The partnership with Veritas extends Kyndryl’s framework of cyber resilience services 

and solutions, including security assurance, zero trust, security operations and response, and incident recovery.
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